# Bachelor of Arts in Justice Administration and Criminology -- 120 Credits

## General Education Requirements (RG 6828)

### Foundational Courses
- **EngComp 0000 or 0005**
- **EngComp 0004 or 0006**
- **CommRc 0052**
- **Basic Algebra or Placement Test**

### Quantitative Reasoning (QR) - 1 Course
- **Note: A student cannot test out of their QR requirement.**

### World of Knowledge

#### Aesthetic and Creative Expression
- **Subject**
- **Number**
- **Course Title**
- **CR**
- **Satisfied/Term**

#### Global History & Culture
- **Subject**
- **Number**
- **Course Title**
- **CR**
- **Satisfied/Term**

#### Societies & Civics
- **Subject**
- **Number**
- **Course Title**
- **CR**
- **Satisfied/Term**

#### Science & Nature
- **Subject**
- **Number**
- **Course Title**
- **CR**
- **Satisfied/Term**

### Free Electives
- **3 credits, 6 projects**
- **Not a student can test out of their QR requirement.**

### Follow-Up Courses
- **Subject**
- **Number**
- **Course Title**
- **CR**
- **Satisfied/Term**

Each student must take 2 courses in each World of Knowledge. The two courses taken within each World must be from different subjects. A student must take two additional "Follow-Up" courses from any World.

- The minimum number of courses taken in the Worlds must be 10.
- The Follow-Up courses may repeat a subject previously taken in a World.
- *A student cannot use a major required Subject course in one of the Worlds.*
- *For example: A Biology student cannot use BIOL 0110 to fulfill a requirement in the Science and Nature World.*
- *Students cannot use a course to count both in their QR requirement and one of the Worlds.*
- *Students can choose QR and Worlds of Knowledge courses from published course lists.*

### Major Requirements (RG 3138-10)

**Required Courses**
- **JAC 0715** Intro to Criminal Justice
- **JAC 0720** Criminology
- **JAC 0725** Criminal Court Procedure
- **JAC 0726** Digital Age Crime and Justice

**Required Satisfied**
- **12 credits**

**Senior Seminar**
- **JAC 1700** Justice Admin & Crimin Sr Sem

**Required Satisfied**
- **3 credits**

**Practicum Requirement**
- Complete 6 credits of Practicum
- **JAC 1900 Justice Admin & Criminology Practicum**

**Required Satisfied**
- **6 credits**

**Community Lab Credits**
- **JAC 0100** Community Lab Project
- **JAC 0100** Community Lab Project
- **JAC 0100** Community Lab Project
- **JAC 0100** Community Lab Project

**Required Satisfied**
- **3 credits**

**Methodology Requirement (6 or) CR**
- **Satisfied/Term**
- **Stat 0102** Social Statistics

**Required Satisfied**
- **6 credits**

### Law and Justice Requirements (RG 3138-20)

**Required Humanities**
- **Phil 0303** Introduction to Ethics

**Required Satisfied**
- **3 credits**

**Required Social Science**
- **Anth**
- **Econ 0105**
- **Hist 0620**
- **Hist 1416**
- **Hist 1417**
- **JAC 0200**
- **JAC 0265**
- **JAC 0715**
- **JAC 0720**
- **JAC 0725**
- **JAC 0726**
- **JAC 1700**
- **PS 0206**
- **Soc 0100**

**Required Satisfied**
- **18 credits**

**Additional Social Science**
- **6 credits from any Social Science area**

**May include EnvStd 0100.**

**Required Satisfied**
- **6 credits**

**Computer Forensics and Cyber Analytics Electives**
- **Select at least two of the following**
- **JAC 1233**
- **JAC 1400**
- **TBD**
- **TBD**

**Required Satisfied**
- **9 credits**

### IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
- This sheet is an unofficial representation of the major requirements and the information is subject to change. It is not an official record of academic progress and should not be treated as such. Official degree information can only be obtained through the Division Office or the Office of the Registrar.
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